Abstract: The evolution of optical microscopy from an imaging technique into a tool for materials modification and fabrication is now being repeated with other characterization techniques, including scanning electron microscopy (SEM), focused ion beam (FIB) milling/imaging, and atomic force microscopy (AFM). Fabrication and in situ imaging of materials undergoing a three-dimensional (3D) nano-structuring within a 1−100 nm resolution window is required for future manufacturing of devices. This level of precision is critically in enabling the cross-over between different device platforms (e.g. from electronics to micro-/ nano-fluidics and/or photonics) within future devices that will be interfacing with biological and molecular systems in a 3D fashion. Prospective trends in electron, ion, and nano-tip based fabrication techniques are presented.
Introduction
Manufacturing can be discussed as the development of new methods to change and assemble materials as well as the creation of additional means for those functions.
Computing advancements have become a driving force for modern computer numerical control (CNC) of mechanical tools, which operate in an intricate manner in all threedimensions (3D) and fabricate complex workpieces at high throughput. Another rapidly growing area of technology is 3D printing, in which the use of different materials, control of their thermal/optical/mechanical properties, and handling procedures are delivering unique and specially tailored 3D structures. Both subtractive and additive manufacturing are now reaching sub-100 μm resolution, with 3D printing particularly entering the realm of cellsize resolution (~20 μm), using bio-compatible and biodegradable materials that are required for bio-medical applications. Advances at this size and resolution are critical prerequisites for interfacing with other fabrication methods operating at 1 μm precision, as well as true nanotechnology approaches that are commonly defined by the 100-nm resolution benchmark. Furthermore, in recent years, the rapidly growing field of two-dimensional (2D), graphene-inspired, atomically flat, and thin materials has advanced as a result of broader availability of such materials in macroscopically large areas and improved handling techniques [1, 2] . Photonics is one of the main beneficiaries of the development of 3D fabrication methods, which are capable of producing sub-wavelength feature sizes [3] .
Focused ion beam (FIB) is one of the premier examples of a nano-fabrication technique with an inherent 3D structuring capability. FIB is widely used in the fabrication of 3D nano-/micro-cantilevers and of devices with complex photonic functionalities. On the one hand, chiral structures for photonic and opto-mechanical applications aiming at the manipulation of 3D objects using torque and force delivered by light, which carries an angular momentum (AM), are pursued using direct FIB milling or focused ion/electron beam-induced processes. On the other hand, analogous micro-optical elements can be used to generate 3D structured light carrying a designated spin-AM (SAM) and orbital-AM (OAM), e.g. an optical vortex [4, 5] . The 3D shaping of light as well as 3D shaping of matter at the nanoscale is demonstrated using state-of-the-art FIB tools where milling is delivered by Ga, Si, and Au ions with resolution down to 10 nm and aspect ratios of up to 10. Direct modification of materials enabled by FIB also has wide applications in nanoscale characterization. Apart from making cross-sections, mechanical manipulatorequipped FIB systems are used in preparing TEM lamellas [6] . However, even recently, the slow rate of FIB slicing and alteration of samples are listed as future development needs in bio-applications of FIB [7] .
To achieve uncompromised 3D nano-sculpturing of materials, deep-UV co-illumination is used during FIB. The photo-electric effect delivers rapid charge compensation during ion milling or electron imaging. Further, additional material contrast is provided and is useful for nanometer-resolution electron imaging without metal coating. This "optical coating" [8] by deep-UV is expected to advance nanoscale lithographic fabrication. Another emerging nano-lithography technique reviewed here uses a heated atomic force microcopy (AFM) tip [9] [10] [11] . Its primary advantage is its ability to completely avoid ionization damage to substrates while offering a 10-nm resolution that is on par with conventional electron beam lithography (EBL).
In order to achieve micro-fabricated 3D structures with nanoscale functionality and the capability to interface with cell membranes and receptors, fully 3D functional fabrication methods are required. Hence, the current mini-review focuses on these topics and provides an overview of newly reactivated trends for nanoscale fabrication and imaging.
Towards 3D nano-fabrication
Fabrication requires the input of energy as it involves the addition, modification, or removal of material in a controllable manner. The area/volume of material affected depends on energy localization in space and time; hence, the achievable structuring resolution relates to the mechanism of energy delivery. Mechanical and chemical approaches have been widely utilized in macro-scale manufacturing, e.g. drilling/milling, water jets, chemical treatments for material removal. To push resolution limits to the nanoscale, advancements in lasers and optical microscopy were combined and evolved into microscale 3D fabrication techniques, where photons of a wavelength λ can be focused into a diffraction-limited spot size of ~λ/2, and controlled at timescales of a few femtoseconds. Such energy delivery has a broadly appreciated flexibility in energy deposition and reaches sub-wavelength structuring in 3D through several processes: formation of new phases of materials [12, 13] , precise ablation [14] [15] [16] , and/ or polymerization [17, 18] . More advanced laser fabrication methods can reach sub-micron resolution by exploiting nonlinear processes, such as multiphoton polymerization [19] [20] [21] and stimulated emission depletion techniques [22, 23] . A variety of laser-made structures and their applications have been summarized in reviews covering the topic [24, 25] . By using critical point drying (CPD), which allows the elimination of capillary forces in the wet development of laser exposed polymers, it is now possible to reliably fabricate 3D structures with 100 nm structural units in 3D, as demonstrated for photonic crystals [26] . Another recent example, in which focused ultra-short laser pulses are used is controllable formation of defects inside the volume of crystals to engineer single photon emitters [27] or to tailor the photo-conductivity of dielectrics for the THz band [28, 29] . However, versatile 3D material shaping at the nanoscale of 1−100 nm using 3D-confined light absorption as the energy source is still a highly challenging task for practical applications.
3 Ion-and electron-based nanofabrication techniques
Limits of material modification/damage
Accelerated high ~10−100 keV energy electrons and ions have small de Broglie wavelengths λ B = h/p, where h is Plank's constant, and p = mv is the momentum of a particle with mass m traveling at speed of v. However, focusing of charged particles using electro-static or electro-magnetic lenses is not a trivial task, unlike in optics where photons of the wavelength λ are easily delivered to a focal spot size down to the diffraction limited resolution. The best performance of electron and ion focusing is achieved when single particles are traversing the lens region. As a result, currents in the range of a few-pA are typically used in the case of high-resolution EBL and FIB exposures. However, substantial exposure doses from tens to several thousands of μC/cm 2 must be accumulated depending on the resists used and the process itself. At the moment, low-current serial exposures bring throughput limitations to EBL and FIB patterning; nonetheless, multibeam systems are being developed to overcome these constrains and to offer highresolution large-area exposures within reasonable timeframes [30, 31] .
High-energy electron beams, which are focused down to a spot that is several nanometers in size, may cause local heating, electrostatic charging, and material structural damage [32] [33] [34] ; these alter the sample properties and may reduce the performance of the final device. The level of introduced defects depends on the beam energy, accumulated dose, and scattering cross-sections of the accelerated particles. For narrow, few-nm, gaps in bow-tie antennas [35] , electron hopping between defects induced by high-energy electrons during EBL resist exposure can effectively short-circuit two antenna segments, even at the optical frequencies [35] . In the case of ion beam exposures, structural defects are introduced along with the implantation of incident heavy ion species.
In the case of micro/nano-electronics, high-resolution EBL exposures are required to realize transistor gate lengths of a few nanometers. The exposure doses and electron acceleration voltages then enter a regime of energy densities wherein substrate damage (below the resist) occurs. For example, the metal-oxide-semiconductor field effect transistors are being made using moderate (10 keV) accelerating voltages to avoid material damage caused by high-energy electrons [36, 37] . This approach reduces the achievable resolution and brings limitations on the downscaling trend of microelectronics, which is trying to reach faster transistor operation with a nanometer sized gates. Two-dimensional (2D) materials, such as graphene, are also being explored for possible electronic applications; however, patterning is challenging as the electron beam irradiation alters their electrical properties [38] .
On a conceptual level, pulsed electron beams at extremely low temperatures can also be used to reduce the effect of repulsive Columbic interactions to improve their focusing and achieve high beam brightness and temporal resolution [39] . Such possibilities to create strongly directional electron bunches via strong E-fields using ultracold atoms is a rapidly evolving field [40] .
Whatever strategy is used to achieve high-intensity (irradiance) by energy localization in time and/or space (area), the limitation is expected to come from the intrinsic threshold of material structural damage, which is largely defined by the binding energy. Some structural damages, e.g. an atom interstitial-vacancy pair, can be healed by thermal annealing. However, this is not an option for nanoscale devices due to low-temperature melting and the surface tension-driven nanoscale movement of surface atoms.
Focused electron beams: towards 3D nanostructures
Resist exposure using electron beams, that is, electron beam lithography (EBL), is the first technique exploiting an electron beam for nano-fabrication. Over the years, the electron beam instrumentation has progressed significantly and, at present, commercially available EBL systems can provide beam spot sizes below 5 nm in diameter [41, 42] . Nonetheless, the process is based on electron-sensitive material exposure, and patterning capability is highly dependent on the electron-matter interaction. Thus, the resist material and its sensitivity strongly affects the achievable resolution. Scattering due to elastic and inelastic interactions occurs when an electron hits a material. Scattered primary and generated secondary electrons both contribute to the resist exposure; hence, the affected area is larger than the beam spot size. Given that scattering is a complex phenomenon depending on a set of parameters, including the atomic numbers of the target atoms, the thickness of the resist, the substrate material, and energy of the primary electrons, statistical Monte Carlo simulations are typically performed to estimate trajectories of the scattered electrons inside the sample. These simulations help optimize patterning strategies, which provide higher structuring fidelity. The penetration depth of electrons into a resist is highly related to the scattering mechanisms and can be extracted from Monte Carlo simulations; nonetheless it can also be approximated by considering only the electron beam energy E 0 and density of the resist ρ [43]
Electron beam energy in commercially available EBL tools ranges from a few keV in adapted scanning microscopy tools to 125 keV in state of the art systems [44, 45] ; thus, penetration depth into the resist can vary from a few hundred nanometers to tens of micrometers.
Traditionally, electron beam exposures were used to define patterns in resist layers that are thinner than the penetration depth. Modification of the resist throughout its entire thickness can help reveal the underlying substrate. Depending on a resist type, the exposed areas can be removed (positive tone resist) or retained (negative tone resist) on a substrate during the development step, thus creating the exposed pattern. The pattern commonly serves as a mask for lift-off/etching procedures or is used as a template for nanoimprinting. Various kinds of resists have been developed to meet specific applications [46, 47] with the recent addition of silk [45, 48] as a bio-compatibile and bio-degradable material.
Thin layers of resist facilitate the achievement of smaller feature size as electron beam broadening due to the minimization of forward-scattering. A typical choice for high-resolution patterning is negative tone resist hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ), in which 5 nm half-pitch features have been demonstrated using aberration-corrected transmission electron microscope capable of delivering a 200 keV electron beam [49] . However, the thickness of HSQ was only around 10 nm, and the practical applications of such thin nanostructures are rather limited. The solutions for high aspect ratio but still nanoscale resolution structures involve the stacking of a few resist layers [50, 51] or a combination of EBL exposure of thicker resist, together with atomic layer deposition (ALD) technique, as demonstrated in fabrication of zone plates [52, 53] . Stacking of resist layers allows the creation of arbitrary 3D topography of the resist given that different patterns can be exposed in each layer [51] . Figure 1 shows examples of structures made by stacking three layers of HSQ resist. The achievable pattern overlay accuracy is below 2 nm [50] . Similar high-aspect ratio structures found applications as molds for electroplating [54] [55] [56] and preparation of nickel stamps [57] . Nonetheless, overlay exposures for constructing topographical resist surfaces involve many processing steps and are time consuming.
An alternative route to create 3D topography in a thick resist layer is the exploitation of electron penetration depth dependence on the beam energy (Eq. 1). For example, a blazed elliptical grating was fabricated in 1 μm thick poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) by varying the electron beam energy from 1.8 eV to 5 eV during the exposure [44] . Gray-scale EBL patterning can also be obtained by using a fixed accelerating voltage and by locally changing the exposure dose. Given that the molecular weight M of the resist changes during the e-beam irradiation [58] , modulating the lateral distribution of M by controlling the deposited dose is now possible. During development, the resist is immersed into a solution with etching selectivity depending on M; thus, variation of M is revealed as resist height modulation [59] [60] [61] . The dose is usually changed in steps; hence, the resist profile between adjacent dose variations also changes in steps and forms a staircaseshaped slope. However, most applications, especially in optics, prefer gradually curved 3D surfaces. A simple way to produce smooth 3D surfaces has been demonstrated by Schleunitz and Schift [62] . In their work, they heated up the patterned resist and observed that the steps were smoothed due to thermal reflow. Figure 2 illustrates temperature-induced changes of a stepped pyramid; as can be seen, the steps completely disappeared when the glass [51] . Reprinted with permission from Ref. [50] and [51] . Copyright 2014 Springer, 2011 American Vacuum Society.
transition temperature of the resist had been reached (~120°C). The same authors have also transferred the obtained 3D topography pattern into silicon by reactive ion etching ( Figure 2G ).
Even though, in principle, EBL allows the fabrication of topographically shaped surfaces, the nature of planar resist exposure brings with it extreme challenges when free-standing 3D structures, such as spirals, buckyballs, etc., need to be made. The stacking approach has been used as a solution to create 3D photonic crystals composed of amorphous silicon and air cavities [63] or dielectric fillings [64] . However, to employ this method, a 3D structure must first be decomposed into horizontal 2D layers that will then be stacked together. The fabrication of each layer involves overlay exposures, lift-off, and reactive ion-etching techniques. Moreover, the surface must be planarized before coating consecutive layers to ensure conformal resist distribution. The spatial resolution in vertical direction is directly related to the number of layers used to make a structure; hence, an increased number of layers yields smoother slope profiles. However, it also increases the number of processing steps and might introduce geometrical inaccuracies due to multiple alignment steps. Being such a complex and time consuming procedure, 3D stacking faces material compatibility issues and usually fails when various materials need to be interlaced/incorporated to construct free-form 3D structures.
Electron beam-induced processes
Direct writing methods are superior for freeform 3D patterning, because structures can be created in situ and no post-processing steps, such as resist development or pattern transfer, are required. Aside from the development of EBL technique, significant research efforts have also focused on high-resolution "resistless" structuring. Focused electron beam-induced chemical reactions are currently being explored as a platform for direct writing at the nanoscale. The reactions can be controlled with nanoscale precision owing to a nanometer-sized focal spot of the electron beam that acts as an initiator.
As precursors for the reactions, various gases can be introduced into an electron beam chamber and guided to the reaction area via gas injection systems. The electron beam selectively irradiates precursor molecules adsorbed on the surface, and then induces chemical reactions that are determined by the reactive species. As a result, nonvolatile products on the surface can be created, or the species can react with the substrate-forming volatile compounds, thus etching the substrate away [65] . These processes resemble additive and subtractive manufacturing at the nanoscale, and are known as focused electron beaminduced deposition (FEBID) and etching (FEBIE), respectively. The strong point of FEBID and FEBIE is their ability to perform real-time process monitoring, which enables the in situ correction of patterning parameters to compensate for the deviations. The process is also highly flexible as the effect of the induced chemical reaction depends on precursors; thus, deposition and etching can be performed on the same sample without taking it out of the chamber. For example, local etching of oxide layers can be done [66] to reveal conducting structures underneath and then electrical contacts as well as wiring of different components can be performed using FEBID. Moreover, the electrical properties of the fabricated devices can be characterized ; (G) a resist profile transferred into silicon using reactive ion etching [62] . Reprinted with permission from Ref. [62] . Copyright 2010 Institute of Physics.
using micromanipulators and probes installed in the SEM chamber without breaking the vacuum. This reduces the number of processing steps required to make a device and enables fast prototyping. Despite its inherent 3D fabrication capability, FEBID has been mostly used to make planar structures, such as formation of electrical contacts [67] [68] [69] or repair of photolithography masks [70] . This restriction arose mostly due to the complexity of the deposition process as it involves many parameters. Even relatively simple 3D structures, such as spirals ( Figure 3A) , require extensive process optimization. Nonetheless, improved understanding of the processes and numerical simulations has recently enabled reliable and fully 3D structuring by FEBIE [72] . The developed simulations take into account distribution of the precursor as well as electron interaction profiles to predict the growth of complex 3D objects, for example, a cubic frame or a buckyball ( Figures 3B and C, respectively) .
As mentioned previously, deposition can be turned into etching just by changing the precursor supplied to the chamber. The chemical nature of material removal by FEBIE causes minimal influence/damage to the surrounding material. This is especially important where material properties have to be preserved during the nanostructuring, such as in optoelectronics or quantum photonics. Quantum emitters are gaining increased interest due to their potential in quantum computing and information encryption. As the quantum emission usually originates from point defects in wide bandgap materials, it is extremely important that processing steps would not introduce any additional defects or quench the emitting sites. Past studies demonstrated that H 2 O-mediated FEBIE is a highly suitable technique to directly pattern diamonds [73] [74] [75] and hexagonal boron nitride [76] -materials that host most promising point defects for single photon emitters (Figure 4) .
Electron exposure can also be used to facilitate surface re-flow via surface tension induced transport controlled by exposure dose [77] . This was applied to patch an opening in Si 3 N 4 membrane cut by Ga-ion ion beam ( Figure 5 ). Such resizing by electron exposure is a highly controlled process and can be utilized for nanoscale modifications of holes in thin 10-100 nm membranes [78] .
Focused ion beams
FIB milling has become a highly established technique to prepare cross-sectional slice lamellas for high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM) [6, 7] . The popular realization of FIB tools are arranged in a dualbeam configuration, i.e. an electron column is added to image the FIB fabrication region using the standard SEM technique. High-resolution imaging is also possible using a focused He-ion beam [79, 80] .
The nano-fabrication of micro-optical elements, magnetic, fluidic, and MEMS devices is a new and rapidly evolving field of FIB applications. This can also preform resist exposure, hence acting as a substitute for EBL functionality to a certain extent. Recently, the availability of multi-species ion sources [81] , which can select particular single or double ionized Si or Au, opened new possibilities in the field of nano-fabrication [82] . At the same acceleration voltage, ~35 keV milling rate is proportional to the atomic mass; hence, milling rate [71] , (B) a cubic frame, and (C) a buckyball [72] . Reprinted with permission from Ref. [71] and [72] . Copyright 2013 Macmillan Publishers Ltd, 2016 American Chemical Society.
is increasing from Si to Ge and Au ion species. Furthermore, doubly charged ions are more strongly stopped in the target, and this can be used to deposit them at depths of a few nanometers. FIB also offers functionalities of imaging, material removal, and deposition ( Figure 6 ). Neon ions were introduced for a low-fluence, high-resolution lithography, reaching 7 nm half-pitch feature sizes with 1 ion/nm 2 dose, at which a ~10 3 times more efficient fabrication was achieved compared with standard Ga-ion 30 keV exposure [84] .
Fabrication of micro-optical elements is another emerging application benefiting from a long depth-offocus (tens-of-micrometers) in FIB, which provides high tolerance for fabrication on 3D surfaces, e.g. micro-lenses [85] and milling high-aspect ratio holes [86] . Focusing of electrons and ions into tens-of-nanometer spot size still has a long depth of focus, e.g. a ~20 μm length for 50 keV energy electron beam [87] . Holes and groves milled through a layer of gold or other optically opaque surface were used to construct metasurfaces with the desired functionality, such as generation of optical vortex [88] . Figure 7 shows a high-aspect-ratio ~10 groove milled into a 220-nm-thick Au film using focused Ga + ion beam. The resolution of direct FIB milling is strongly dependent on the ion lateral distribution in the beam. Given that the sputtering rate is higher for higher ion incidence angles, low intensity beam tails can result in significant material removal when particles hit a surface at higher angles. For this reason, even low-intensity peripheral sections of an ion beam can lead to the deterioration of fabrication fidelity, especially for densely packed structures, where these beam tails overlap. Figure 6B shows a phase mask with the apparent departure of the pixel phase from the intended fixed depth, especially when large phase jumps between the adjacent pixels had to be made. Milling of closely spaced grooves into the surface of a metal film can be used to estimate the width of the central part of the ion intensity distribution and side lobes [89] . It is critical to have the narrowest central part of ion beam intensity within 10 nm at 1/e 2 for close proximity milling. Figure 8 shows ~20 nm grove-width chiral patterns inscribed into ~50-nm-tall gold nano-disks. The crossing region of the nano-grooves still has a high resolution due to the narrow ion intensity distribution [91, 92] .
One of the key drawbacks of using energetic ions for the fabrication of nano-photonic devices, especially nanoelectronic devices, are the defects induced in a material by knock-on cascades. In addition to modifying the electronic properties of a given material, ion beam-induced defects are known to introduce mechanical distortion through a thermal-spike-induced stress field, which facilitates atomic mass transport [93] . However, when an ion beam irradiates a metallic or dielectric membrane, cantilever, or nanowire, the aforementioned plastic deformations can be harnessed for the creation of 3D structures. Important examples of this principle involve the bending of singlecarbon nanotubes [94] , peptides [95] , and the fabrication of complex 3D metamaterials with unique Fano resonance plasmonic properties [96] .
Masking via ion implantation
The shallow implantation of Ga + can be used to form a hard mask for subsequent reactive ion or inductively coupled plasma (RIE-ICP) etching as demonstrated for diamond nano-patterning [97, 98] . Figure 9 illustrates this functionality. The technique is very promising for the straightforward fabrication of masks for plasma etching, as recently demonstrated with EBL for Si microthin solar cells that have absorbance that is close to unity over the entire visible spectrum [99] . Figures 9A  and B show a similar geometry made by the Ga-ion mask directly written on Si.
One of the applications of such mask implantation was demonstrated in the fabrication of graphene ribbons defined by the FIB-made mask on SiC [81] . Silicon sublimation from the surface of SiC implanted with Au and Si ions takes place at lower temperature; thus, in these regions the graphitization temperature is reduced from 1300°C to 1200°C [100] .
One of the promising directions of FIB technology is the well-controlled milling of complex patterns for microoptical, opto-mechanical, and imaging applications. [89] . SEM image of a 45°-tilted 20-nm-wide groove milled into a 220-nmthick sputtered Au film on a glass substrate. The substrate was sliced to reveal the side view of the cross-section. 
Faraday cage angled-etching
One method to form 3D nanostructures by ion etching is to change an etching angle in the parallel plate RIE-ICP using a Faraday cage [101] . Combining a Faraday cage with masks prepared by various nano-lithography methods makes it possible to fabricate nanoscale features at an angle to the surface (following electrical field reshaped by the profile of the Faraday cage). Due to the parallel character of surface processing, such a method provides a distinct throughput advantage compared with direct writing by FIB with sample tilting [86] .
Recently, researchers have begun to reconsider the venerable Faraday cage angled-etching (FCAE) technique [101] as it has proven itself to be suitable method to adjust etch angle during dry plasma etching [102] . This method was used to produce free-standing cantilievers, ring resonators [103] , and other photonic nanostructures [104] in silicon [102, 103] , diamond [104] or even quartz [103] ; thus, FCAE should work virtually on any material that can be etched by RIE. A schematic representation of FCAE setup and several nano-fabrication examples are shown in Figure 11. 
Ion beam induced processes
Similarly, to direct electron beam write techniqueswhere locally induced chemical reactions are used to form 3D structures on a sample's surface -FIB systems can also be used in order to perform nanoscale 3D deposition [105] . One of the main IBID advantages over the FEBID is a higher interaction probability resulting in a much higher deposition rate. The main IBID drawback; however, compared with FEBID is the difficulty to monitor the deposition process in situ. Despite the fact that the angular spread of secondary electrons is larger in IBID, thus resulting in lower spatial resolution than FEBID, recent breakthroughs in He ion systems [65, 106] resulted in the demonstration of the world-record spatial deposition resolution combined with in situ monitoring capability. Figure 12 depicts 3D structures fabricated via He-IBID. As the precursor to the irradiation area is supplied from only one side, shadowing effects become prominent for tall structures; hence, the patterning strategies must be optimized to avoid these effects. IBID can be put to great use because it facilitates nanoscale conductive bonding using platinum, cobalt, and tungsten [108] . This, in turn, is useful for electrical connection and wiring of nanoscale opto-electronic devices.
Despite the fact that FIB tools can be used as direct milling machines without a need for reactive gases, IBIE is also widely used to further augment the rate of material removal. IBIE finds prominent use in the editing of connections in integrated circuits, where -in addition to a much higher milling rate -the introduction of reactive gasses helps mitigate ion implatation and redeposition effects, which present a severe limitation to direct ion beam milling [109] . A recent work showed that laserassisted IBIE can increase etching yield even further, thus expanding the applicability of the technique [110] .
Fidelity of nanoscale imaging
In dual-beam FIB, where 3D workpiece structuring by ion beam (usually Ga + ) is monitored by electron imaging via SEM, surface charging can cause a loss of fidelity in the realization of the designed pattern during milling or a SEM imaging could misrepresent the appearance of the real 3D structure. To tackle this surface charging problem, the cause of distortions in both (FIB fabrication and SEM imaging) should be resolved.
Focused helium ion beams for 3D nano imaging
Focused helium ions have been utilized to achieve highresolution 3D imaging of biological systems, such as cells and tissue sections. When helium ions enter the sample, they lose their energy through ion-electronic interaction (inelastic scattering) and ion-nucleus elastic collisions. The generated effects include secondary electrons and ion-induced luminescence, both of which can be applied to high-resolution imaging. Compared with electron beams, the helium ions possess a larger mass with shorter de Broglie wavelength, which allows the production of sub-nanometer sized beam spots. In addition, given that the helium ions are positively charged, the surface charges can be neutralized through the use of an electron flood gun; therefore, the sample surfaces can be imaged without conductive metallic coating. Based Figure 11 : Schematic illustrations of (A) the conical Faraday cage used to carry out angled plasma etching (B) of the substrates. SEM images of (C) undercut various diameter microdisks; (D) ~500-nm wide nanoring structure; (E) ~500-nm wide curved and (F) ~750-nm wide spiral nanobeams; and (G) ~1-μm wide nanobeam cantilevers. All SEM images were taken at a 60° stage tilt. Scale bars correspond to 5 μm [104] . Reprinted with permission from [104] . Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.
on these features, scanning transmission ion microscopy (STIM) has been widely used to identify and image cellular structures [111, 112] .
According to the energy, the helium ions are classified as slow (10−100 keV) or fast (1−2 MeV). Slow helium ions can be focused to sub-nm scale (~0.25 nm), which enables the creation of a smaller focus spot on the sample surface for super-resolution [113] . The shortcoming of slow helium ion beams is the limited penetration depth inside the material, and it also suffers large-angle scattering within the sample. Fast helium ions with an energy of 1−2 MeV can pass through the cell sample, the energy loss within the cell is mainly from the electronic ionization, in which the scattering is minimal with minimal effect on the spatial resolution of images. However, the high-energy helium ion beams can be focused to somewhat less than 30 nm diameter.
To realize the 3D imaging of whole cell at nanometer resolution, one solution is to combine STIM with 3D fluorescence imaging. To visualize the cells, suitable fluorescent probes must be incubated inside the cells. For ion beam-induced fluorescence, recently lanthanide-doped nanocrystals (e.g. LaPO 4 or NaYF 4 ) have shown the capability to be excellent probes. The mechanisms can be ion beam-induced photoluminescence or upconversion. For example, with incubated NdYF 4 :Yb/Tm nanoparticles, Mi et al. reported imaging resolution of 28 nm for cellular structures, which was significantly beyond what was attained (~253 nm) by using a 980 nm laser optical probe [114] .
An alternative solution to achieve 3D high-resolution imaging of cells is to combine a few nuclear techniques. Given that the scattering of helium ions is very sensitive to the mass of the target atoms (particularly for high-atomicnumber (ions), incubating heavy ion nanoparticles (NPs) inside the sample is needed. Chen et al. reported on the 3D whole-cell imaging of gold nanoparticle in cell biological system through the combination of STIM for imaging the cell structure [79] , forward STIM for lateral image of gold NPs, and Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) for depth profiles of gold NPs. The spatial resolutions of STIM and RBS are ~25−30 nm and 200−300 nm, respectively.
Surface charge removal by deep-UV illumination
Nanoscale imaging at high-resolution reveals new phenomena and unusual material properties. For this purpose, scanning probe or focused ion/electron beam techniques are the first choice in characterization. Among them, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) has become a technique of immense popularity over a wide field of scientific applications as it can provide resolutions down to a few nanometers using field-emission electron guns. Nonetheless, due to charge build-up, challenges arise when imaging insulating, composite, layered, and 3D-nanoscale materials, which distorts the image (tricks the observer). To reduce surface charging, low beam currents and a few nanometer thick highly conductive metal layers are used. Yet, the drawback of the low current is a long image acquisition time to compensate for the diminished signal/noise ratio, as the sample might move or change during this period, resulting in a distorted image. The conceptual problem with the metal coating is that it conceals the sample features that it aims to reveal. Furthermore, coated samples can hardly be used in further processing steps after imaging as the coatings cannot be easily removed. One alternative is to use low vacuum imaging mode, but in this case, imaging resolution is worsened due to additional electron scattering by chamber gasses.
How can imaging at the nanoscale be achieved without distortions and aberrations? A novel approach to control surface charging in SEM via the photoelectric effect was proposed and demonstrated recently [8] . The technique was used previously to eliminate surface charging in high-precision FIB fabrication [115] and uses deep-UV coillumination during SEM imaging. Photons of the deep-UV light (~260 nm wavelength) have sufficient energy to liberate electrons from the sample surface reducing strong charge gradients. In addition, the method provides a new material-dependent contrast modality in SEM. Under the deep-UV illumination, secondary electrons experience different electrostatic barriers around disparate work function materials, thus resulting in enhanced contrast. Figure 13 demonstrates the contrast enhancement caused by deep-UV photons. As most optical materials are insulators, the demonstrated technique can strongly advance photonics research where nanoscale 3D structures are being investigated. Instead of the metal coating for electron/ion imaging, the newly introduced "coating by light" is carried out in situ inside the microscope and substantially speeds up characterization. The popularity of SEM makes this solution for enhanced imaging accessible across numerous different fields of science and applications.
Nano-tip for novel imaging approaches
Breakthroughs in imaging from tens-of-nanometers to sub-wavelength (and sub-cellular), dimensions even at IR and terahertz spectral bands, were achieved using absorption [116] or scattering [117] from nano-tips. The absorption technique is better suited for the characterization of organic absorbing surfaces while scattering delivers high-fidelity imaging from metallic reflective surfaces and nanoparticles. Interpretation of data from the near-field requires further knowledge of probe-surface interaction, phase information of the reflected/transmitted light from sub-wavelength structures to reveal complex peculiarities of light-matter interactions at the nanoscale [118] [119] [120] [121] [122] [123] . Recently, electron tunneling control by a single-cycle terahertz pulse illuminated onto a tip of scanning tunneling electron microscope (STEM) needle was demonstrated at 10 V/nm fields [124] . STEM reached an atomic precision in surface probing and spectroscopic characterization, including that for water [125] .
Nanoscale coherent imaging can be realized by combining high-harmonic generation (HHG) and coherent diffraction imaging (CDI) also named ptychography (Gr. to fold). The HHG is achieved using ultra-short high peak intensity pulses traveling through gas and producing ultra-short wavelength light -extreme UV (EUV). CDI is a lensless method that is based on phase reconstruction upon reflection and diffraction from 3D nanoscale structures [126] .
If 3D nanoscale imaging could be taken for granted using electron-based scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and SEM, the next advancements are expected with the addition of a 4th time dimension [127] . Nanoscale processes are fast and require ultra-short laser technologies to provide resolutions down to a single optical cycle.
Tip nano-writing
Tip-enhanced nanotechnologies are based or related to previously developed imaging techniques: scanning tunneling electron microscopy (STEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM). A similar path was observed in photonics, where imaging microscopy evolved into a fabrication by direct laser writing. The AFM scanning probe technique can be used both as material deposition and removal tool with nano-scale precision and resolution [128] . One particular implementation of scanning nanotip techniques is the thermal scanning probe lithography (t-SPL) [9] [10] [11] . The technique offers maskless direct writing and is based on decomposition of a resist [Polyphthalaldehyde (PPA)] into volatile monomers upon contact with a hot (~700°C) nano-sharp tip ( Figure 14A ). The heatable tip is scanned over the spin-coated resist and brought into the contact where material needs to be removed. The writing depth depends on a force applied to the tip; thus, modulation of the force during writing results in a topological pattern, and the depth control at 1 nm level has been demonstrated [129] . An endothermic decomposition of the resist prevents heat diffusion and facilitates high accuracy PPA patterning with 2D and 3D modes depending on its thickness. As the heating to the tip is supplied vie electrical current, once the writing step is finished and the current is terminated, the tip cools down to its initial temperature in a several microseconds and can be further used to image the surface as in AFM. This set-up enables high accuracy overlay writing. As an example, a 25-nm tall nanoscale replica of the Swiss mountain Matterhorn was made in a molecular glass via a layer-by-layer removal approach, where the material has been removed during 120 consecutive writing steps (5(b)). Although this is a nice demonstration of making nanoscale 3D structures, fabrication by overlaying is time consuming and inefficient. The throughput is increased then the entire structure is made in one step. Figure 14C shows a topography map of the world patterned into a 250-nm thick PPA layer. The pattern design consisted of 5 × 10 5 pixels having a pitch of 20 nm. The depth of each pixel was translated into the force of the tip during the scan and the entire structure was written in 143 s using a single patterning step.
Patterned PPA can be directly used as etch-mask due to its high glass transition temperature T g > 120°C and high mechanical stability [10] . The smallest half-pitch feature of ~18 nm for a pattern transfer into Si for up to 65-nmdeep trenches which only have an edge roughness of 3 nm [130, 131] .
The unique capabilities of t-SPL are: (i) high-resolution patterning of complex geometries without wet development and proximity correction, (ii) in-situ imaging with the same tip before or after the patterning [132, 133] , (iii) 3D patterning with ~1 nm vertical accuracy, (iv) overlay with high accuracy relative to structures buried under the resist [133] , and (v) no damage of sensitive materials as in a charged particle beam. Particularly, the non-damaging character of the substrate, its CMOS compatibility, and 3D nanoscale capability makes t-SPL technique a promising approach for future nanotechnology and electronic applications.
Conclusions
The role of nanotechnology in various areas is expanding rapidly. Recent trends in "nano-enhanced" applications require 3D structuring with the nanoscale precision, and thus 3D nano-fabrication techniques are highly appreciated. Inkjet 3D printing has become a highly established technique reaching resolution down to tens of micrometers, and laser polymerization have pushed the limits further into sub-micron range. Laser nanostructuring emerged from optical microscopy (now called nanoscale characterization techniques), such as electron beam or atomic force microscopy, and follow similar development pattern. Although focused electron beam for high-resolution lithography has been demonstrated more than a half century ago, it has beens mainly used for defining planar structures. Nonetheless, advances in electron/ion beam chemistry, newly developed resists, and recent introduction of heated scanning probes now allow 3D structuring at the nanoscale. Focused electron/ion beam-induced etching, particularly deposition, enable the fabrication of fully 3D nanoscale structures, which can even be composed of different materials. However, one issue for nanoscale photonic and electrical devices is that the accelerated charged particles might introduce damage to the surrounding materials. The throughput of the focused beam techniques is currently limited due to serial exposure and low currents to reach highest resolution possible. Meanwhile, thermal scanning probe lithography has recently emerged as an alternative technique that offers comparable resolution but higher throughput and damage-free 3D surface structuring. However, the scanning probe is currently capable of creating only 3D topography on the surface, and the interlacing of different materials and fabrication of hollow structures using this technique has yet to be demonstrated. Nonetheless, all the described techniques have potential in becoming tipping point solutions for future nano-fabrication/technologies.
